NOTES:

1. If platform size is reduced, then the blocking is to be positioned such that it is centered on the platform. (Platform depth / 2) + 2" = Centerline of rail blocking off of inside front wall. (Min. 27" dimension)

2. Car to wall (CTW) dimension is 3-1/2" min. with wall mount.

3. Hoistway doors and frames to be installed in a 2" x 4" wall construction or recessed into a deeper wall construction to equate to a 2" x 4" wall. This is required to comply with 3" x 5" rule.

4. Hoistway doors to be solid core (by others.)

5. Clear cab dimensions based on a 3/4" flat wall. Cab design, picture frame and frame / panel cabs - reduce clear inside width by 1-1/2" and clear inside depth by 3/4".

STANDARD HOISTWAY PLAN

Scale: 1/2" = 1'

Note: All dimensions are approximate
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950#, LH RAIL, IN-LINE OPENING ACCORDION GATE, 15 SQ. FT.